Call for submissions for an upcoming special issue:

**OLD AGE EXCLUSION: THEORETICAL, CONCEPTUAL AND CRITICAL POLICY CONTRIBUTIONS**

Guest Edited by: Sandra Torres (Uppsala University, Sweden) in collaboration with the COST-action CA15122 ROSEnet (‘Reducing Old Age Exclusion: Collaborations in Research and Policy) supported by COST (European Cooperation in Science and Technology) www.rosenetcost.com.

The International Journal of Ageing and Later Life (IJAL) serves an audience interested in social and cultural aspects of ageing and later life development. As such, the Journal welcomes contributions that aim at advancing the conceptual and theoretical debates of relevance on ageing and later life research. Contributions based on empirical work as well as methodologically interested discussions are also welcome, as long as they contribute to the above-mentioned discussions. To assure high scholarly standard IJAL uses a double blind review process.

This special issue aims to advance the conceptual and theoretical debates on old age social exclusion.

**DEADLINE TO SUBMIT CONTRIBUTIONS: April 15th 2018.**

Follow the journal’s instructions when submitting your contribution to this special issue but indicate clearly in the cover page that your submission is for the special issue on old age exclusion. For more information on this special issue, contact the guest editor at: sandra.torres@soc.uu.se.

[www.ep.liu.se/ej/ijal](http://www.ep.liu.se/ej/ijal)